Our Growth Curriculum. What we are learning in the Autumn Term?

Autumn Term
1

Willow Class

Beech Class

Oak Class

Wonderful Woodlands

Wonderful Woodlands

Wonderful Woodlands

Put your wellies on and let us explore
our changing woodlands, observing
and classifying both plant life and
animals during the changing seasons.
Together we will use our map skills to
identify physical features in our
immediate surroundings. Along the
way we will collect a range of natural
objects to create designs inspired by
Andy Goldsworthy

Truly Scrumptious

Autumn Term
2

As the nights draw in, we will
remember the significance of Guy
Fawkes by becoming historians. We
will take a closer look at ourselves and
animals, to understand what it means
to be alive. We will develop our
understanding of how good hygiene
and nutrition contributes to our
wellbeing. Using our creative flair we
will use a range of materials and
techniques to create our own designs.

Arachnids, invertebrates, molluscs and
myriad pods, hiding in nooks and
Come and take a walk through the
beneath darkened rocks! Mini-beasts
wonderful woods. Use your science
come in all shapes and sizes, come
skills to identify living things and their
search
for these creatures and let’s sort
habitats. How do they thrive and
them out! Find out about the lifecycle
survive?
and habitats, body parts and functions
of different mini beasts in the locality
and beyond!

Powerful Planet
Let’s go on a geographical journey
around our amazing planet exploring
mountains, rocks, volcanoes and the
forces that create them. Pack your
maps, atlases and globes and start the
adventure!

Tales of the Tomb
Let’s travel back 5000 years to Ancient
Egypt, cruising along the Nile and
entering a world of mysteries, curses
and mummies. Find out about life on
the river’s fertile bank, discovering
Egypt’s physical geography and its
fascinating culture and try to build
your own lever system to carry water
from the Nile!
Unravel the secrets of ancient tombs,
using historical sources and age-old
artefacts. Find out about powerful
pharaohs and grandiose gods. Become
an apprentice to help prepare a body
for its journey into the afterlife! Who
knows what treasures you will find!

